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A Word of Welcome
from Mary O'Kennedy,
RAISE Programme Director.

Welcome to the RAISE Winter Newsletter!
While recent days have brought chillier temperatures and stormy weather,
we hope that our regular RAISE workshops and huddles are keeping your fundraising spirits warm and
uplifted! Amidst another year of challenges and uncertainty, we at OKC find ourselves constantly inspired by
your innovation, ambition and resilience - no matter the obstacles that come your way. Take a moment to
congratulate yourselves on a job very well done, in a year that has been far from easy for the arts.
The end of the year provides a good time to reflect on what has been a very busy past quarter for RAISE.
Many of you have had an extremely hectic few months; welcoming eager audiences back for in-person
events whilst embracing a hybrid approach that shares your work far and wide. You’ve navigated a changing
landscape, played your part in keeping your audiences and donors safe, and amidst it all, committed to
raising your fundraising game.
To highlight this commitment, we need look no further than your participation with RAISE online events,
your engagement in our one-to-one support, and your fundraising achievements this year. In a turbulent and
changeable Quarter 2, you managed to cumulatively raise a combined €660k from to July - Sep from
individual donors, private investment, corporate partnerships and philanthropy. When added to the €350k of
in-kind support, you secured over €1M cumulatively - well done, this an incredible achievement! We are
also confident that this figure will be increased when we collate Quarter 3 figures (for Oct to Dec '21). Not
only have you innovated and grown your fundraising and donor engagement approaches, but you have also
made significant progress across many areas including Marketing, Sustainability, Digital Engagement,
launching new Friends & Patrons programmes and encouraging increased Board Engagement in your
philanthropic endeavours. From all of us at the RAISE Team - well done on this extraordinary achievement!
Your resilience and creativity has inspired us, your audiences, and your supporters.
Over the past 3 months, RAISE has delivered 21 online events - from workshops with industry thought
leaders that inspired and enlivened, to industry-specific huddles that provided connection and support. Your
engagement with all aspects of the programme further demonstrates your commitment to Building Back
Better, and we couldn’t be prouder to be supporting you on this journey.
Throughout this jam-packed newsletter (there's lots to update you on!), we share recent highlights and
successes from a selection of RAISE participants, along with key sector news and updates. You will also read
insightful sector perspectives from guest contributors - thanks to Martin O’Sullivan and our Associates Native Events, David Mbaziira and Jean O’Brien for their contributions.
As we continue to move through these uncertain times together, OKC and the RAISE Programme are here to
support you. Happy reading, and keep up the great work!
Wishing you and yours a peaceful, relaxing and happy Christmas & New Year
Mary and all your OKC Raise Team

A note from Martin O’Sullivan,
Arts Council Deputy Director,
Finance Director and Secretary

Dear RAISE Friends,
As we near the end of 2021, and another turbulent year for the arts sector, I hope you can draw
some comfort in the fact that there is a growing public understanding of the tremendous value that
arts and culture provides to Irish society, as evidenced by the Arts Council again being allocated
€130m in Department funding for 2022. This significant investment will enable the Arts Council to
again support and sustain artists and arts organisations and to be able to invest further in initiatives
such as RAISE.
The Arts Council also recognises the need and opportunity for arts organisations to have diversified
sources of funding and strategic partnerships, through the creation of meaningful philanthropic,
corporate and public engagement programmes. The Arts Council believes that an amalgam of
public, private and corporate investment is what’s needed to ensure the sustainability, growth and
impact of the arts sector into the future.
As a key proponent of RAISE within the Arts Council, I have been encouraged and inspired by your
resilience, creativity and agility over the last year and by the proactive engagement of your Staff
and Board members with the Programme throughout 2021. It has been heartening to observe new
partnerships spring up and flourish. The Arts Council is delighted to continue to support RAISE, in
the firm belief that philanthropy and corporate partnerships, in collaboration with government
investment, has a key role to play in promoting Ireland's vibrant arts and cultural sector.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank our partners O’Kennedy Consulting for the
energy, creativity and dynamism which they continue to bring to the delivery of the RAISE
programme.
On behalf of the Arts Council, can I take this opportunity to wish you and yours a happy, healthy
and restful Christmas – I look forward to our continued engagement through RAISE in 2022.

Kind Regards,
Martin O’Sullivan

2021

RAISE Review
What have we been up to?

September December

September
September was a busy month, which began with coming
together for a RAISE Development Huddle for all
Development Functions on Wednesday September 1st.

On Thursday September 2nd, we hosted a RAISE
Accelerate and Advance Digital Workshop with
Jean O'Brien and Eugene Flynn on Persuasion
Design, providing insightful design tactics to
influence donors to give online.

On Tuesday September 7th,
Sabrina Kevany McGlynn
hosted a RAISE Concept
Campaign Clinic - outlining to
our RAISE participants how
best to conceive and ideate
great fundraising ideas.
On Tuesday September 14th,
we came together for a
RAISE Festival Huddle.

Thursday September 16th brought a
RAISE Academy workshop: "Growing
your Friends and Patrons Programmes Strategies for Success." led by Oonagh
O'Donovan.

On Tuesday September 21st, we had a RAISE
Knowledge Share with Damian O'Broin of Ask
Direct, sharing examples of fundraising best
practice from both the arts and cultural sector
with a focus on crowdfunding successes.
We finished out the month
with RAISE Digital: AB
Testing/Split Testing with
Jean O'Brien on Wednesday
29th September.

On Tuesday September 28th,
we held a RAISE Advance
Roundtable to discuss the
specific needs of our postgrad group!

2021
September December

RAISE Review
What have we been up to?

October
October started off with a RAISE Knowledge Share
with Martin Kaufman, Fundraising Consultant and
Chair of the RAISE UK Steering Committee on
Tuesday the 5th.
On Thursday October 7th, we had our RAISE Chairs'
Forum with guest speaker Susan Boster, CEO of
Boster Group.

On Thursday October
14th, we came together
for a RAISE Venue &
Theatre Huddle.
On Tuesday October 19th, we hosted a
workshop as part of our RAISE Sustainability
Series on Programming, Inspiration, and
Action led by Áine Hughes from Native Events.

Thursday October 21st brought a
RAISE Development Huddle for all
Development Functions - a new
innovation in RAISE Phase 3,
following the feedback from our
participants.

On Tuesday November
26th, we came together for
a RAISE Children & Youth
Huddle.

On Thursday October 28th it was
time for RAISE your Development
Game - A session for those brand
new to fundraising for the arts led
by Oonagh O'Donovan.

2021
September December

RAISE Review
What have we been up to?

November/December

First up on November 2nd
was our Bring the Board to
RAISE Session with guest
speakers John McGrane and
Emma Goltz sharing their
perspectives on the role of
Board members in promoting
philanthropy and ESG
strategies.

Tuesday November 16th brought a RAISE
Accelerate/Advance Core Workshop on
Legacy Planning with Damian O'Boim of
Ask Direct.

On Wednesday November 10th, we
held a RAISE Academy Core Workshop
with Business to Arts with guest
speakers Helene Hugel (Helium Arts)
and Sarah Costigan (Little Museum of
Dublin).

On Thursday November 18th, RAISE
Music and Performing Arts
organisations got together for a Huddle.

On Tuesday November 23rd,
we were joined by Martina
Quinn of Alice PR for a PR 101
Workshop for RAISE Academy.

On Tuesday November 30th,
we hosted a RAISE Forum for
Directors & CEOs with Steve
Sacks and Pilar Cárdenas of
Advisory Board for the Arts.

On Thursday December
2nd, Martina from Alice
PR led a Communications
Workshop for RAISE
Accelerate & Advance.

Thursday December 9th
brings a RAISE Accelerate &
Advance Workshop
with Business to Arts.

And closing out the year on a
festive note, Thursday
December 16th is our RAISE
Christmas Huddle!

Board
Engagement
Board engagement is key to developing successful philanthropic and corporate partnerships for the arts.
On October 7th, we held a Chairs' Forum session with Susan Boster, and on November 2nd, we held our
Bring the Board to RAISE session with guest speakers John McGrane and Emma Goltz. Here are some key
takeaways from those discussions:
"There’s no reason why great arts
boards with great arts company
executives shouldn’t essentially have
people bidding to be the favoured
donor, sponsor, patron, partner, friend
for life - and I mean for life."

"The only people who can change
the way that the arts become sustainable
on this island are people on Boards, and
the Boards need to be thinking
strategically about this. This space is filled
with potential - it can only get better, and
it’s worth making the effort."

"Discourage anonymous
giving - tell other people
you’re doing it, and why they
should too."

"Making lives great counts as a
pretty good purpose for each of us.
We have, and our donors have, the ability
to make lives better in ways they don’t
know enough about yet. Whether its
triggered by ESG or something else, we
need to be ready for the trigger."

“I approach being a Board member through three
perspectives: First, you give. And not the membership
level, you give the most you can. Second, bring
whatever you’ve got as your superpower. Third, we
need Board members treating the organisation like a
client. Every Board I go into, I ask - who are the most
important stakeholders here? Who are we trying to
reach? What are the most important programmes we’re
trying to get out there? How can I support this
organisation like it was a client?”

"Are you donor ready?
If the rules of the game changed
and people were encouraged to come looking
for people like us, would we be the people
that they choose? The Board must help the Executive
and other stakeholders develop a new language that talks
about what we do mattering to what your donors
do. If you get that right, that’s the sweet spot.
That race is about to go off, and there’s no
marks for being unaware of it
or shy about it."

"As a Board member at an event or performance
do something that allows you to strike up a
conversation that's as simple as saying: 'What did
you think about what you just saw? How did it make
you feel? Why do you think this is important? Can
we have a conversation that talks about
how what we do resonates
with what you do?'"

“Your strategy is fundamentally
about how do you make your arts
organisation a sustainable,
vibrant, breathing,
long-after-you enduring,
entity in its own right.
That’s where the funding piece
comes in.”

Your takeaways from recent
RAISE Workshops

The time and dedicated attention a
Friends & Patrons programme
requires, and the need to build this
into the workplan when embarking
on this path.

That we have still a lot to
learn in ensuring that
everyone is treated fairly
and respectfully!

This workshop made me
think more about generating
press about our campaigns
and also showing the urgency
of our cause.

That small, organic steps are
more effective than strategising
and becoming overwhelmed by
the problems.

The importance of
establishing the WHY
of our organisation and
how to bring that
message to the
forefront.

Realise what you
ARE doing
and build on it.

Focusing campaigns around our 'why'
will hopefully be more engaging to
our potential donors and will
encourage them to sign up.

The RAISE+ Programme:
Spotlight on
Sustainability

RAISE Phase 3 has led to many innovations, most notably the integration of the RAISE Sustainability Series.
A key focus of this phase has been embedding Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) practices across all
aspects of the programme. Corporate, Individual and Foundation funders are increasingly applying these nonfinancial factors as part of their analysis process to identify risks, growth, and impact opportunities. ESG criteria is
becoming the norm for socially conscious investors in the commercial world and this in turn is directly impacting on
their rationale for philanthropic investments, corporate sponsorships, and strategic partnerships. Read on to hear
from our RAISE Sustainability series experts, Native Events, who are charging the way to a more sustainable future.
A word from Native Events:
Native Events were delighted to collaborate with the team at O’Kennedy Consulting to deliver an exciting
Environmental Social Governance (ESG) training programme throughout 2021, as part of the RAISE programme. We
launched the series back in the cold dark days of January, grounding the participants with the most up-to-date
climate science, which highlights the vastly challenging and formidable task ahead. However, progress at an
international level was also explored, which provided inspiration with the adoption of ESG targets by investors,
sponsors, and funders alike.
A roundtable bringing the RAISE participants together was our next step resulting in an eye-opening session as the
arts organisations shared not only their concerns but also their sustainability successes to date. We were delighted
to hear that sustainability was a key focus area for many organisations, both programmatically, but also
organisationally. For example, it was great to see RAISE Accelerate organisation The Ark declare sustainability as
one of their key strategic priorities as outlined in their 2021-2023 strategy statement, something we hope to see
reflected in lots more arts organisations moving forward. The purpose of this roundtable was to facilitate a shared
learning space for everyone, so that the participants could learn from one another. From this, Native Events were
able to identify the needs of the cohort, to co-create the programme from this point onwards. To date, we’ve
expanded on climate literacy, looking at energy reduction and transport challenges, as well as exploring responsible
procurement and environmental communications and programming. Lots done and lots more to do!
Looking ahead to the rest of the series with the RAISE programme, we look forward to delivering further workshops
and webinars giving insight into governance and reporting, and a practical guide to creating a sustainability strategy
as an arts organisation. We understand the vital role that having robust ESG strategies in place will play in
transforming private, corporate and philanthropic investment in the arts.
This November, we teamed up with Julie’s Bicycle, a UK based creative climate charity to make their Creative Green
Tools (CG Tools) available in Ireland. The CG Tools consists of a Carbon Calculator designed specifically for the
needs and activities of the arts and cultural sector and factors in Ireland’s unique energy conversion rates. We hope
this user-friendly, free to use tool, will help arts organisations to measure, monitor and report on their
environmental actions in a way that was not possible before. The launch of this new tool for Ireland couldn’t be
more timely - as we have learned from the recent climate change talks in Glasgow, it is clear that the race to zero is
well and truly on.
The Arts Council is developing its own Climate Action Policy which will be published in 2022 that will support the
Council and the arts sector to move towards a sustainable future.

Welcome to David Mbaziira,
our RAISE Diversity & Inclusion
Consultant

In 2021 the RAISE Team is delighted to welcome David Mbaziira, as an Associate Consultant of OKC
providing expert knowledge and guidance on Diversity and Inclusion to our RAISE participants.
David Mbaziira is a communications practitioner with over 25 years’ experience, first working in advertising
agencies before progressing to leading marketing teams in the commercial sector. From his experience, he has
managed to bring the power and effectiveness of integrated brand communications and well-crafted stories to
life and engage with consumers worldwide. His passions include sport, marketing and diversity in the workplace which presented him the unique opportunity to work with the London 2012 Olympics.
David is working with our RAISE organisations to help them think differently about all aspects of inclusion,
engaging with funders and reaching new diverse audiences, both internally and externally. We are thrilled to
have David on the team and are looking forward to the practical application of Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion
across the Not-for-Profit sector and to discover what the possibilities could mean for RAISE participants,
programmatically, organisationally and culturally to help inform diversity and inclusion priorities. Aligned with
the Arts Council EHRD Strategy, we want to empower our RAISE organisations to think differently about all
aspects of inclusion to ensure that they are best fit for funding.
David has so far led two session as part of the RAISE Programme - Diversity & Inclusion in the Arts at our RAISE
Symposium, and a Knowledge Share with Mia Farrell, PR Manager at BFI. David has been working closely with
RAISE Advance organisations such as Poetry Ireland and Irish National Opera to advise on projects to maximise
funding opportunities around key programmes.

Digital Developments update from
Jean O'Brien,
RAISE Digital Lead

The RAISE Digital programme kicked off for the Autumn season with an excellent presentation on
Persuasion Design by Eugene Flynn of 54 Degrees - covering how even small tweaks to language and
design on your website can result in increased support. I delivered a session on Split Testing, showing
how you can increase your return by testing different versions of digital assets like emails and
Facebook Ads.
We’ve also been doing ‘digital clinics’, with RAISE Accelerate organisations where I sit down with teams
to explore the biggest challenges they have with digital marketing, and the projects they’re currently
tackling. I’ve found these sessions to be hugely interesting and rewarding, seeing up close the
creativity and resourcefulness that arts organisations put into their work.
Some useful links for your work with digital:
Facebook have made a change that is easy to miss but which is hugely significant. You can now
optimise your Facebook Ad campaigns for donations that happen on Facebook: i.e., donations that
come through their donate buttons or fundraising pages. This is absolutely huge: you can use their
incredibly powerful ad platform, to drive donations through arguably the easiest and most
frictionless donation platform that’s ever existed.
In talking to RAISE organisations, a common challenge I’m seeing is around reporting and analysing
data. Many organisations don’t have the time to gather data, aggregate it and interpret it. Custom
dashboards and automated reports in Google Analytics will go a long way towards fixing this
problem. You can get free, online training in how to set these up in Google’s Google Analytics
Academy.
You already know that people like to give during the holiday season, and online giving means that
many of them are still donating as late as Christmas Day. The fundraising platform Enthuse have
released a free Christmas Giving Insights report with lots of useful intelligence, such as the times of
day / days of the week that people are most likely to give. Page 11 of the report has an excellent
strategy for online holiday donation appeals that you can just lift out and apply.
Digital Charity Lab builds digital skills in arts organisations, not-for-profits, and for campaigns, with
free and affordable learning tools. Sign up for our emails to get hand-picked resources direct to
your inbox, to help you in your work with digital.

New Legacy Insights
for Ireland
We are delighted to partner with legacy expert Niall O'Sullivan to undertake research on Legacy giving to the arts in
Ireland - results to follow! Read on below for some key insights from a recent report on Legacy Giving in Ireland.
Legacy income to charities in Ireland grew by over 60% between 2015 and 2019. The finding is from a recent report
by Campaign Solutions. The report has verified €234m of legacy income in the five years 2015 - 2019. Income
increased from €30.5m in 2015 to €49.1m in 2019 - a 60% increase. Legacies allow interesting things to happen. The
Shaw bequest to the National Gallery is possibly the best known in the arts sector in Ireland. Royalties from the
playwright's bequest have amounted to €12.5m over 70 years, and have paid for more than 100 works of art. This
bequest was due to end in 2020. The numbers of charities receiving legacies (aka bequests), while still low, is rising.
This is good news generally, BUT the report did not identify ANY arts organisations securing new cash bequests in
that timeframe. A small number of organisations, notably galleries, received gifts of artwork from wills between 2015
and 2019.
Among the other sector-wide findings were:
116 charities were confirmed as having received legacy income since 2015. A further (small) cohort were
identified that received legacies, but the detail is not yet available. The report will be updated periodically as and
when new ‘old’ information is provided, if needed to reflect that. In total, the accounts of almost 1,000 charities
were reviewed, including many, but not all, groups participating in RAISE.
2017 was the standout year. Elizabeth O’Kelly almost doubled the legacy income in 2017 when she left €30m to
five charities: The Irish Cancer Society; the Royal National Lifeboat Institution; The Irish Heart Foundation; The
Irish Kidney Association; and The Irish Society for Autism.
10 charities received over 60% of all recorded legacy income in each year, rising to a high of 75.4% in 2017.
Furthermore, of those who had legacy income in both 2015 and 2019, 68% had a higher amount in 2019. The
most spectacular was a rise from €2k to almost €0.5m.
International comparisons suggest that New Zealanders and Belgians give twice as much and UK citizens and four
times as much as Irish people do by way of bequests.
Specifically in relation to the arts:
We are hoping our upcoming research report with RAISE organisations will dig deeper into the question of why this
sector is struggling with legacies. Research from almost a decade ago in the UK showed that relatively few arts
organisations were receiving legacy income and that there was little investment of time, resources or effort in the
space. The old maxim in fundraising of “if you don’t ask, you don’t get” is also relevant for legacies – though asking
often needs to be more nuanced, as a prompt rather than active promotion! The underlying assumption remains true
however. Read more on Legacy Giving here at MyLegacy.ie or contact Niall O’Sullivan at info@campaignsolutions.ie for
a copy of his report.

A chat with Jenny Keane:
new Development Officer at
The Everyman Theatre

Hey Jenny! Tell us about your work experience prior to joining The Everyman.
Before working in The Everyman, I spent 5 years working in Apple. Over this time I had a variety of roles across Operations
and Supply Chain. During this time I also juggled my love of theatre, working with theatre company No Kissin’ Ensemble as a
general manger, fundraiser and producer on different projects and shows.
Why did you originally apply to work at The Everyman? What was the appeal?
I had made the decision to move away from the corporate world and try to find a position within the Arts. Shortly afterwards
friends had shared the job posting for The Everyman with me and it felt serendipitous! I was really excited by the idea of
working within Theatre again and also with the new and not so familiar challenge of Development.
What has it been like joining the Everyman Team?
I have had a wonderful time on the team so far! The experience has been surreal, I was a month or 2 into the job before I met
any of my team in person due to the restrictions at the time. Despite the challenge of starting from home, the entire team
made sure I felt welcomed and helped me settle into my new role.
What have been your biggest challenges and opportunities at The Everyman?
Truly the biggest challenge so far has been the pandemic and the continuous changes and obstacles it has caused. I joined the
team when the venue was shut but outdoor events and digital theatre were happening, this was new and unfamiliar ground
not only for me but the entire team. Then once everyone was getting used to running things one way, the doors reopened!
Which has been wonderful, although it has had some challenges.
From all of these altering circumstances, we have found huge opportunities to showcase our ability to adapt
and how much work the team has done to ensure wonderful performances are produced
no matter the circumstance, indoors or outdoors, on screen or stage.
Tell us a bit about your experience of the RAISE Programme to date - what did you expect from the programme? What
are your biggest learnings so far? Have you found the supports helpful?
RAISE has been a tremendous support as I’ve transitioned into this new role. As we’ve mostly been working from home since I
started, it's been great to feel like I am part of a bigger community who are also facing the same challenges. I wasn’t entirely
sure what to expect when I started with the programme but it’s really helped me learn my role and discover more about the
world of philanthropy and giving. Coming from a primarily corporate background, development was relatively new territory
and RAISE sessions and support materials really helped me get to grips with this job and how to thrive in it.

Tell us about any projects you're currently focusing on - what are The Everyman's goals for the future? How can the
RAISE Programme support those goals?
Most recently I’ve been looking at the messaging around our Corporate and Friends packages, I’m also working on our legacy
giving copy and brochure. Next year we are celebrating our 125 year anniversary, so there are big plans for that (watch this
space!!) We’re currently discussing and planning how we will run our fundraising and development campaigns alongside the
celebrations with the help and support of RAISE.

Sector News & Updates
Arts Summit 2021

Let’s disrupt our thinking.
This year at #ArtsSummit Dana Kohava Segal and our friends at Fundraising Everywhere are bringing you
the brightest and boldest minds from across the world. Cultural leaders, fundraisers, experts, funders and
artists will come together from all corners of the world to push, test, and challenge your thinking and
practice.
Reserve your place at #ArtsSummit
We’re still living through a pandemic and it's still tipping our personal and professional lives upside down.
At the same time, disruptive technology is helping us to respond, pivot, and develop new ways of
connecting with each other. And the rise of activism in the face of social injustice is disrupting the systems
and cultures in which we work. So where do we go from here?
It’s time for us to have some big conversations. To ask big questions. To put some old ideas to bed, and
create new ways going forward. It’s time to disrupt our perceptions to build the resilience we need to
produce and protect a bigger and broader range of cultures and heritages. At #ArtsSummit, expect an
afternoon of big ideas, essential provocations, and practical advice. And Fundraising Everywhere have a
special discount offer for RAISE participants - just add RAISEPROMO at checkout to Get 50% off:
RAISEPROMO
With two live rooms to choose from and move between, you’ll also get bonus download sessions,
resources, and access to all the content for a further 30 days – so you won’t miss a thing no matter where
you are in the world.
#ArtsSummit will stream live worldwide on December 9th 2021.

Sector News & Updates
RTÉ Toy Show Appeal

Inspired by children, the RTÉ Toy Show appeal, in association with The Community Foundation for Ireland, aims to
bring the magic of the Late Late Toy Show to every child in Ireland. By funding essential support, health, wellbeing, play and creativity, they aim to change children's lives for good. In an absolutely wonderful result, this
year’s appeal has raised €6.6 million! The funds raised will lead to transformational work being done to improve
the lives of children across Ireland, and we can’t wait to see the impact. The generosity of the people of Ireland
was uplifted by Revolut co-founder Vlad Yatsenko who donated €1.1 million to the appeal.
If you are an organisation working with children and interested in applying for the RTÉ Toy Show Appeal funding
after the RTÉ Toy Show Appeal 2021, The Community Foundation for Ireland intend to open for applications at the
end of January 2022 under the three themes of the Toy Show Appeal ( Ensuring Basic Needs, Improving Wellbeing
and Reducing Inequality Through Creative Engagement). In addition, the Foundation will be hosting an
information webinar at the end of January on how to apply. Check out their social media platforms and website for
updates. For more, check out the recently published Toy Show Appeal impact report here.

GoFundMe and PayPal Giving Fund Ireland Launch New Partnership

PayPal Giving Fund Ireland (PPGF), a registered charity with the Charities Regulator (No. 20205692), is
pleased to announce a new partnership with GoFundMe.
GoFundMe is a crowdfunding platform that makes it easy to raise money online for the things that matter to
you most. Since its launch in 2010, there have been more than 150 million donations benefitting over
110,000 charities globally (Source: The Wheel). In GoFundMe’s 2020 Giving Report, Ireland was identified as
the most generous nation with 40% of donors donating twice. Galway came out on top as the most charitable
county followed by Dublin, Limerick, Cork and Waterford.
With this new partnership, PayPal Giving Fund Ireland and GoFundMe are well positioned to make things
easy for charities to ensure that they continue to receive funds for the essential causes they support. PPGF'S
mission is to inspire a new wave of philanthropy and make giving a part of everyday life. Read more about
how this new partnership can benefit your nonprofit here.

Sector News & Updates
Charity Impact Awards

The Charity Impact Awards were established in 2017 to celebrate the positive contribution of Ireland’s charities,
community and voluntary organisations and social enterprises. Through spotlighting the stories of organisations
and individuals who have made a positive impact in communities across Ireland, the awards also promote best
practice, accountability and transparency.
The past eighteen months have shown us just how vital the role that charities, social enterprises, and community
and voluntary groups play in society is. These awards, which took place online on December 7th, recognise these
achievements under the categories of Charity Impact, Social Enterprise, Trustee of the Year, Community Hero, and
the Mary Redmond Award. We would particularly like to warmly congratulate RAISE Alumni Galway Community
Circus for being shortlisted in the Charity Impact Category (Medium Organisations). You can view this year's
winners here.

Benefacts 2021 Report on Philanthropic and Charitable Giving in Ireland

On 30th November, Benefacts launched their 2021 report on Philanthropic and Charitable Giving in Ireland and
their new online National Lottery Directory. The main findings were presented by MD Patricia Quinn and three
panellists responded: Deirdre Mortell - CEO of Rethink Ireland, economist Jim O’Leary and Orla O’Neill Executive Director of St. Stephen’s Green Trust. You can see a recording of the launch event here.
The report provides an internationally-comparable framework for collecting, sharing and analysing data about
charitable and philanthropic giving, and an analysis of personal and institutional giving drawing on primary and
survey data by Benefacts and others over the last five years. The report shows that personal giving exceeds
institutional giving more than 6:1, and documents average giving of €0.8bn per annum.
An interesting read that presents a data-driven framework for understanding giving in Ireland, you can access
the full report here.

Information,
Grants and
Resources

RAISE participants
news & updates

Irish Chamber Orchestra
On 1st November, Irish Chamber Orchestra (ICO) launched its Christmas Campaign for
2021. This annual festive fundraising initiative raises vital funds in support of ICO’s free
music education programmes, Sing Out With Strings and the Irish Chamber Orchestra
Youth Orchestra. Through these programmes, ICO takes music into partnering
communities in Limerick City, inspiring over 350 children each week to create music for
themselves, supporting them on their journey from first lesson to public performance.
In stock this year on ICO’s online Christmas Shop are a selection of Vouchers and CDs
for that special person in your life, as well as ICO charity Christmas Cards, designed by
renowned Illustrator, Jacob Stack. The organisation is delighted to offer, once again,
their Corporate E Cards, each with festive scenes and music performed by the world
renowned Irish Chamber Orchestra. These environmentally friendly and unique cards
enable companies to send an exclusive personalised Christmas greeting to staff, board
members, corporate clients, and suppliers. For further details on all of ICO’s gift ideas
for the festive season, visit www.irishchamberorchestra.com/christmas/ or contact ICO’s
Development Manager, Joanne Tierney at Joanne.Tierney@ul.ie.
ICO has teamed up with the legendary singer Johnny Logan to produce a fabulous
festive charity single, recreating Chris Rea’s Christmas classic ‘Driving Home for
Christmas’ which will help raise vital funds for Parkinson’s Association of Ireland (PAI)
& ICO’s free education programmes. The charity single is available for purchase here

Irish Architecture Foundation
A huge congratulations to the Irish Architecture Foundation on their welldeserved win in the Informal Learning Activity Category at the Thornton
Education Trust Inspire Future Generations Awards.
The IAF project "Youth Manifesto", created for Open House Worldwide 2020, won
the award for excellence and impact in empowering children and young people to
advocate for a better built environment.
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Druid
Druid welcomes audiences back to in-person productions, while re-engaging with
supporters, individuals and businesses who continue to renew their support.
Being able to bring productions and other digital content to their audiences during
lockdown has been instrumental in continuing to engage with supporters and keeping
the renewal rate high. A number of new Friends and Transformational Partners have
also come on board and therefore development income for 2021 will be significantly
up on 2020. In December, Druid will announce two new multi-annual strategic
partnerships both with a particular emphasis on encouraging and supporting young
people to participate and engage with theatre.
As well as this ongoing fundraising and development, Druid is delighted to have
returned to live, in-person theatre with Thomas Kilroy’s version of Anton Chekhov’s
The Seagull, and three short one-act comedies by Seán O’Casey which is presented in
one production, opening in The Mick Lally Theatre, Galway on 2nd December before
touring to Dublin, Kilkenny and Wexford.

Galway International Arts Festival
For Giving Tuesday on November 30th, Galway International Arts Festival created a
small donations video, viewable here. GIAF's aim is to grow a community of donors
who are motivated to give, even if it is only at the default €2 donation they add to a
ticket purchase. That's why they're reaching out to those in their community who are
in a position to consider making an online donation this Giving Tuesday to the
Festival. Every donation, large or small, is a commitment to powering creativity and
creating something extraordinary. Alongside their Giving Tuesday promotion, GIAF
are also sharing Friends Certificates - Give the gift of being a Friend of the Festival to
a Friend! When you purchase a Friend gift certificate for a loved one, the recipient
enjoys a host of benefits.
Donations help GIAF deliver on its goals to produce and present world-class arts for
as many people as possible while also supporting artists and creative practitioners in
their professional development. Needless to say, the past two years have been
difficult for the arts and events industries, and GIAF knows that connecting with
other like-minded people in support of the arts is where their strength and recovery
lie.
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The Ark
The Ark were delighted to welcome the new 2021/2022 Children’s Council to The
Ark for their first in-person meeting in November.
The Ark Children’s Council is a dynamic and enriching year long experience
exploring active citizenship through engagement with the arts as well as amplifying
the voice of the child within The Ark, making sure that children's voices are
included in their decision making.
It was brilliant to see everyone get to know each other and have some fun during
their workshop with Shaun Dunne. The Ark are really looking forward to working
with this great bunch over the next year and can’t wait to see what ideas they
bring!

Children's Books Ireland
#GiftABook donations appeal
Children’s Books Ireland have just launched a new public donations campaign
Gift A Book for Christmas. Working with charity partners in 2021, CBI delivered
the joy of reading to children in direct provision centres, schools, hospitals and
homeless services across Ireland. Their #GiftABook campaign will encourage
people to donate €12 or more so they can continue to deliver the joy of reading
to children who need it most in 2022.
Impact Report
Children’s Books Ireland have launched their Impact Report 2020, documenting
the scale and depth of their work to bring the joy of reading to children and
young people all over the country.

Deliver the Joy of Reading festive reading guide
Launched on the 18th November, Children’s Books Ireland’s festive reading guide
invited shoppers to support their local booksellers, publishers, authors and
illustrators by giving the gift of a great Irish children’s book this Christmas. Deliver
the Joy of Reading contains over 140 new books from the year in English and Irish, for
children and young people aged 0 to 18. After a record year for début children’s
authors and illustrators, forty talented ‘new voices’ are highlighted for readers
throughout. Featuring cover artwork by author & illustrator Flora Delargy, the guide
is available from 39 bookshops nationwide and is free to download at
childrensbooksireland.ie. #DeliverTheJoyofReading
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Irish National Opera
Irish National Opera have had a busy year. From outdoor performances, a new
recording partnership with Signum Records, winning a major international digital
award for our virtual reality community opera, operas for film, a return to live
performance, bespoke donor cultivation events and the launch of our new INO
Tours initiative, we’ve surprised ourselves with how well we can adapt and
innovate within the current changeable landscape.
We’re particularly excited about a new video which we released as part of Giving
Tuesday on 30th November. Designed for social media, or as a preamble to
streamed content, this short video makes a compelling case for support by
highlighting the depth of our work and inviting potential donors to become part of
our ongoing story. It particularly highlights some of the important modern-day
issues we address in our productions and outreach work, which we hope will
resonate with young people and help demonstrate our corporate social
responsibility alignment to potential partner organisations. The video is available
to view here.

Kids' Own Publishing Partnership
Earlier this year, Kids' Own were delighted to receive funds from Creative Ireland,
Sligo, to embark on a new local initiative, exploring themes of climate action with
2nd–6th Class children at Carns NS, Moneygold, Co. Sligo, with support from Sligo
Environmental Network.
Creative Director, Jo Holmwood, and visual artist, Vanya Lambrecht Ward, worked
with the children through dialogue and creative activity. Their particular focus was
on water as a central element representing the interconnectedness of global and
climate change issues. Over two sessions, the group engaged in lots of discussion
about water and identified questions that they would like to investigate through
individual research. They also took a walk to nearby Milk Harbour, and created
beautiful artworks using inks with ice; and inks with salt and water.
This small-scale initiative was an exploration into ways of supporting children to
engage with climate change and have their voices heard on this important issue.
Kids’ Own will develop a poster or manifesto to present some of the ideas and
thinking that the children developed through this process.

#GivingTuesday
Tuesday November 30th marked the 9th iteration of Giving Tuesday, a global generosity movement spanning over 60
countries. We loved seeing RAISE organisations get involved and join the conversation!

RAISE Up Fund:
Good News Stories

Dublin Dance Festival - Dance is Back! In Person. On Stage.
The Dublin Dance Festival 2021 programme featured the powerfully theatrical May B by renowned
French choreographer Maguy Marin, and three premieres from award-winning Irish artists,
including an ambitious collaboration between Liz Roche Company (also a RAISE Up fund
participant!) and Crash Ensemble; a bold retelling of an ancient Greek myth by dance innovators
Junk Ensemble; and an immersive glimpse into life in Palestine from Catherine Young Dance.
Performed to rave reviews in November, it's safe to say that dance is most definitely back!

Dublin Fringe Festival
Dublin Fringe Festival's 27th iteration was made up of 160 performances, 30 events, and 16 venues. The theme
of this year's festival was Superflux - “a surging flow of possibility brought about by the energy of change."
For artists, Fringe facilitates opportunities to innovate, to cross boundaries and strengthen the conditions in
which they work. For audiences, Fringe is the place to discover meaningful, exciting and unforgettable cultural
experiences. As always, the Dublin Fringe Festival remained committed to showcasing new ideas and new
voices. A platform for the best new, emerging Irish arts companies and a showcase for the finest international
contemporary performing arts, Fringe 2021 put a definite pep back in the city's step.

Chamber Choir Ireland
This December, Chamber Choir Ireland launches a brand new membership offering, giving new and existing
supporters of Ireland’s flagship choral ensemble the opportunity to become more deeply involved as they
prepare to kick off their most creative, exciting, and ambitious year to date. As well as receiving an exclusive
musical Christmas message from the singers of Chamber Choir Ireland, supporters will be treated to
complimentary tickets, first looks at upcoming seasons, exclusive access to open rehearsals, and more. This new
offering also gives supporters the opportunity to contribute to the work that means most to them, whether that
means supporting Chamber Choir Ireland’s educational and community activities, diverse artistic programming,
championing the next generation of choral artists; or securing the very future of choral singing in Ireland.

Creative Careers
Special Christmas Promotion

A note from our partners at Creative Careers!
Our Creative Careers Jobs Board is a great resource for lots of varied and exciting roles in
the arts and across the wider creative sector.
A post on our site usually costs €169 for up to 30 days. This also includes regular sharing across
our social media channels and direct mailing to our extensive database of interested candidates.
This year, we are delighted to announce a special Christmas Promotion for all RAISE participants.
You can claim a 50% discount off the normal cost of posting a job from now until the end of
January 2022.
Also, if you are thinking of recruiting for the year ahead, this is a great time to talk to us Creative Careers and CCI Executive Search can support you by running a full recruitment process
to ensure you find that great new person for your team!
To activate your Christmas Promotion discount, or to chat to us about managing your full
recruitment process in the future, contact Lucy at info@creativecareers.ie
We look forward to hearing from you.
From us all at Creative Careers, our best to you this Christmas.

RAISE Team
Team OKC welcome any RAISE enquiries you have. Please contact Lucy at
raise@okennedyconsulting.ie and/or your project lead:

Mary O'Kennedy, Programme Director
mary@okennedyconsulting.ie

Lucy Connolly, Admin Support
raise@okennedyconsulting.ie

David Mbaziira,
Diversity & Inclusion Consultant
david@okennedyconsulting.ie

Megan Best
Sustainability Lead

Sabrina Kevany, Strategy Director
sabrina@okennedyconsulting.ie

Oonagh O'Donovan, RAISE Academy Lead
oonagh@okennedyconsulting.ie

Sarah Jordan,
Marketing & Communications Officer
communications@okennedyconsulting.ie

Jean O'Brien
Digital Consultant

Arts Council RAISE Advisors
Martin O’Sullivan, Arts Council Deputy Director, Finance Director and Secretary
Kieran MacSweeney, Arts Council RAISE Private Investment Advisor

Philanthropy, in tandem with government investment, has a key role to play in promoting Ireland’s arts and cultural
sector, supporting organisations in creating and sharing impactful work across a diverse range of art forms. O’Kennedy
Consulting is delighted to partner with the Arts Council to deliver RAISE, providing fundraising training and support to
dozens of arts organisations across the country, and empowering them to engage individual donors, businesses and
foundations as partners in delivering first-class programmes, events and exhibitions.
The RAISE programme supports Arts Council funded organisations to augment their regular funding by building capacity
to generate significant new private philanthropic investment.
Please use the hashtag #SupportTheArts #ArtsCouncilRAISE or #RAISINGSpirits when sharing updates.

